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Watch Repair Magnifier (Upgraded Version)
Lens magnifications:10X. 15X. 20X. 25X

O Leftlright double eye patches magnifier with LED
O 4 different rnagnifications car be interchanged quickly.
a Bracket and hesdband is interchangeable to each other.

Application range:
mechanical processing, electronic repair, jewelry appraisal, timepieces
repair and miniature engraving etc.

Features:
1 . Install two left/right magnifying eye patches with LED on the lens bracket,

each eye patch is furnished with 4 lens barrels ofdifferent magnifications.
It is advisable to choose lens barrel ofappropriate magnification according
to the size ofthe object to be observed. Ifthis magnifier is used for long
time, you may use two lens barrels alternately to eliminate visual fatigue
and improve work efficiency.

2. LED light source and battery compartment are designed separately.
(l) LED lamp holder and control switch battery compartment are designed

separately to facilitate stabilizing light source irradiation point in time
ofoperation. It is not required to readjust the irradiatibn point for
repeated use.

(2) Switching operation is quite easy. Rotate switch battery cover about
40 degrees clockwis€ from the dot to lamplight mark, LED light source
will be turned on; anticlockwise rotation of switch battery cover will
turn offthe light source.

(3)It's easy to replace batteries. Press sr itch battery cover and rotate it
about 30 degrees anticlockwise to make the switch battery coyer pop
up automaticallt then take out three old LR I 130 batteries and Dut three
new LRI130 batteries inside, make sure negative poles ofbatteries
face inwards.



3. Bracket and headband is interchangeable to each other' As for common
bracket-type eye patch magnifier, eye patches will easily fall offduring
use becaui" thi LbD light.ource on eye patches is relatively heavy' This

Droduct is extra installed with interchangeable headband which can

effectively solve such as falling-offproblem. Eye patches will not fall off
despite of long working hours or too much work.

4, Eye patches cin move 5mm leftwards and rightwards on-the bracket' Face

width and distance between left/right eyeballs can be adjusted to adapt to

the central position ofeye patches between both eyes'
5. Eye patchei can rotate 180 degrees upwards and downwards on the bracket'

Itis ;ot required to take down the whole lens bracket when the magnifier
is not used temporarily and you can reuse it conveniently'
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4 kinds ofreplaceabl€ lens
with diflerent magnifi cations

Put lens ofdiffetent magnifications on
corresponding lens box mark position

Aim lens salientPoint
at lens frame slotathem

fix them well

Th€n.otate clockwise to
I atcbcd position, and
16rate anticlockwise

for disassembly.

Rotate clockwise30
dcgrees to open LED light

ftrs6ispdirlhbk dosglases

Pressdown andrctate Replacement of batteries: Glasses bracket canbe changed to headband to

ant ic lockw ise 3 0 degrees dt€ out tbree LRI I 30 en sure more com fortable and tight wearing '
to open barlery coier old baneries and replace

them wltn new ones

Patented product Imitation is not permitted
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15X 10X 20X

Lens angle is adjustable


